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Introduction

Neuroendocrine tumors of the thymus (tNET) are very 
rare, only accounting for about 5% of all tumors in the 
thymus and mediastinum, and have an estimated incidence 
of 1 per 5 million people (1-3). Despite some differences in 
etiology (e.g., role of cigarette smoking), epidemiology, and 
genetics, the nomenclature of tNET traditionally followed 
that of their pulmonary counterparts. Thus, in the most 
recent fascicle of the World Health Organization (WHO) 
classification of tumors of the lung, pleura, thymus and  
heart (4), neuroendocrine tumors of the thymus and lung are 
separated into typical (low grade) and atypical (intermediate 
grade) carcinoid tumors, large cell neuroendocrine 
carcinomas (LCNEC) (5), and small cell carcinomas (SCC) 
(Table 1). Like in most other organs (6), “low/intermediate 
grade” typical and atypical carcinoids (TC and AC) on the 
one hand and “high grade” LCNEC and SCC are believed 

to be unrelated tumors and not to represent successive 
stages of de-differentiation, in spite of some overlapping 
genetic features (7). Defining characteristics of TC and 
AC and LCNEC include neuroendocrine morphology 
on H & E stainings, “neuroendocrine blood vessels”, 
and expression of neuroendocrine markers. Of note, the 
diagnosis of SCC is primarily based on H & E morphology 
and does not require demonstration of neuroendocrine 
markers by immunohistochemistry. Since the current 
definition of LCNEC (non-small cell morphology and  
>10 mitoses/10 HPF) includes tumors with just 11 mitoses as 
well as tumors with >100 mitoses, it is likely that this category 
comprises a (so far undefined) subgroup of “large cell 
NET” tumors with a lower mitotic rate and an intermediate 
prognosis, as emerging also in other organ systems.

Occasionally, tNET can occur together with a thymoma 
or (non-neuroendocrine) thymic carcinoma. Per definition, 
tumors with a component of a carcinoid tumor (typical/
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atypical) and a thymoma should be reported as e.g., 
“typical thymic carcinoid (20%) in combination with a 
type B2 thymoma (80%)”. In tumors with a combination 
of thymic carcinoma and a carcinoid tumor, the diagnosis 
should start with the predominant component and its 
relative percentage. Tumors containing a component of 
large cell neuroendocrine carcinoma or SCC are classified 
as “combined large cell neuroendocrine carcinoma” 
or “combined SCC” regardless of  the size of the 
neuroendocrine component (4).

tNET do not show organ-specific histological or 
immunohistochemical features. Accordingly, it is so far not 
possible in most cases to reliably diagnose a tNET based on 
morphology alone and clinical information is required to 
confirm a thymic primary tumor. As for carcinoid tumors of 
the lung, there is an association between thymic carcinoid 
tumors and multiple neuroendocrine neoplasia syndrome 1 
(MEN-1). In addition to the “standard” organs (parathyroid 
glands, anterior pituitary, and pancreas/duodenum), MEN-
1 carriers frequently also develop NETs of the foregut, 
e.g., bronchial, thymic, and gastric ECLomas (8). About 
25% of TC and AC occur in the context of MEN-1 (9), 
although the MEN-1 gene (Chr. 11q13) is never mutated in 
these tumors (10), in contrast to some sporadic tNET (11).  
LCNEC and SCC, in contrast, are not associated with 
MEN-1. Both patients with pulmonary and thymic NET 
are at an increased risk to develop other malignancies such 
as carcinomas of the breast or prostate. In contrast to lung 
carcinoids, where most cases (70–90%) belong to the typical 
carcinoid category and occur predominantly in middle-aged 
females, the vast majority of cases in the thymus are ACs with 
a marked male predominance (4). Putative precursor lesions 
such as the “diffuse idiopathic pulmonary neuroendocrine 
cell hyperplasia (DIPNECH)” have not been described 
in the thymus. The genetic profile of thymic carcinoids 
is clearly different from pulmonary carcinoids (7,12-17). 
SCCs of the thymus are exceedingly rare, again in contrast 
to their much more prevalent pulmonary counterparts. 
Interestingly, the few available molecular studies have so far 
failed to show genetic differences between pulmonary and 

bona fide thymic high grade NEC (LCNEC and SCC).
About half of patients with tNET come to clinical 

attention by local symptoms such as chest pain, cough 
and respiratory distress. Paraneoplastic syndromes such 
as Cushing’s syndrome or hypercalcemia are mainly 
associated with TC and AC and are rare in high-grade 
tumors. Carcinoid syndrome is rare (3). NET have a 
pronounced tendency for lymph node (18) and distant 
metastases. Particularly the lungs and bones are commonly 
affected, while the liver, pancreas and adrenal glands are 
rarely involved (3). The current histological classification 
of tNET appears prognostically relevant when central 
histopathological case review is performed: reported 5-year 
survival rates of TC varied from 50–100% vs. 30–80% in 
AC vs. 30–66% in LCNEC and 0% in SCC. Other relevant 
prognostic factors are tumor stage, resection status, and 
tumor recurrence (7,8,19,20), although neither the Masaoka 
staging (7), nor the TNM classification as proposed by 
ITMIG (21) seem to be ideally suited for reliable staging of 
tNETs.

Typical carcinoid tumors (ICD-O 8240/3)

TC of the thymus are defined by their unequivocal 
neuroendocrine morphology in H & E sta inings 
(uniform epithelial cells with basophilic cytoplasm 
and usually bland cytological features with “salt-and-
pepper” chromatin, delicate angulated blood vessels) 
and by strong and diffuse expression of neuroendocrine 
markers  on immunohistochemistry.  The mitot ic 
rate is per definition <2 per 2 mm2 (about 10 HPF 
in most microscopes). Assessment of proliferation 
through Ki67  immunohi s tochemica l  s t a in ing  i s 
routinely applied in most laboratories, but has not 
been formally established so far for the purpose of 
tNET classification. Necrosis is absent. Approximately 
2 0 %  o f  t N E T  b e l o n g  t o  t h e  T C  c a t e g o r y  ( 7 )  
with more than two thirds of these cases occurring in 
middle-aged men (49 years; 31–66 years) (3). About 25% 
of cases are associated with MEN-1 (9). There is no 

Table 1 Nomenclature and classification of thymic NET

Low grade Intermediate grade High grade

Typical carcinoid: no necrosis; 
< mitoses/2 mm2

Atypical carcinoid: necrosis 
and/or 2–10 mitoses/2 mm2

LCNEC: >10 mitosis/2 mm2; no small cell 
morphology

SCC: small cell morphology; 
>10 mitosis/2 mm2

NET, neuroendocrine tumors; LCNEC, large cell neuroendocrine carcinoma; SCC, small cell carcinoma.
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significant age difference between patients with MEN-
1 associated tumors and patients with sporadic tumors. 
Virtually all MEN-1-associated thymic NETs occurred in 
males. 

Around half of the patients show local symptoms such 
as pain, cough, dyspnea or respiratory distress. Up to 30% 
of cases are associated with paraneoplastic phenomena due 
to hormone production of the tumor, including Cushing’s 
syndrome with and without cutaneous hyperpigmentation 
(22,23), hypercalcemia, and hypophosphatemia through 
production of parathyroid hormone-like substances or from 
primary hyperparathyroidism in the context of the MEN-
1 syndrome (24). Rarely acromegaly (25) or syndromes of 
inappropriate antidiuretic hormone secretion have been 
reported (26).

Most tumors are not encapsulated and can be grossly 
invasive.  The size ranges from 2–20 cm (2,3,20). 

Cases associated with Cushing’s syndrome tend to be 
smaller due to earlier detection. Calcifications are more 
frequently encountered in thymic (30%) than extrathymic 
neuroendocrine tumors (2), possibly due to the fact that 
ACs (with necrosis and subsequent calcifications) are more 
frequent in the thymus. Histologically, most tumors (>50%) 
show a trabecular growth pattern and rosette formation 
with nuclear palisading (Figure 1), Additionally, patterns 
such as ribbons (trabeculae), festoons, solid nests and 
glandular structures are also common. Lymphovascular 
invasion is frequent. The tumor cells are uniformly small, 
round to oval with scant and pale eosinophilic cytoplasm, 
with relatively small, bland nuclei containing fine 
granular chromatin. Sometimes larger cells with abundant 
granular cytoplasm occur. There are numerous carcinoid 
variants, including spindle cell (27-29), pigmented (5,30), 
amyloid (27), oncocytic (which can be rarely associated 
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Figure 1 Histomorphology of typical carcinoid tumors of the thymus. (A) Low power view shows a vaguely lobulated mass with cystic 
change; (B) tumor cells in in this example grow in trabecular structures with some perivascular spaces; (C) the neoplastic cells are uniformly 
small, round to oval with scant and pale eosinophilic cytoplasm, with relatively small, bland nuclei containing fine granular chromatin. Note 
the numerous delicate blood vessels that are typical for endocrine tumors; (D) ki67-index is below 1% in this case. Overall, there are no 
specific histological features to suggest that this case is of thymic origin and clinical information is essential. (A-C) Hematoxylin & Eosin; (D) 
DAB immunohistochemistry on paraffin.
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with MEN-1 or Cushing’s syndrome) (31,32), mucinous 
(33,34), angiomatoid (35) and sarcomatous variants 
(with fibrosarcomatous, myoid, osseous or chondroid 
differentiation) (36,37).

Carcinoids are virtually all immunoreactive for keratins 
(AE1/3, CAM5.2), often with a characteristic perinuclear 
accentuation. More than 50% of tumor cells are strongly 
positive for neuroendocrine markers such as synaptophysin, 
chromogranin, and NSE. Specific hormones such as 
ACTH or somatostatin are often focally positive, but there 
is no close correlation between immunohistochemical 
expression and clinical symptoms. TTF1 is usually negative 
(38,39). The histological differential diagnosis includes 
paragangliomas (keratin negative) (40), thymomas (especially 
type A), and medullary thyroid carcinoma. Another 
important differential diagnosis is pulmonary carcinoid 
tumor with mediastinal involvement. Thymic NETs have 
been reported to express Pax8 in about a third of cases, and 
are usually TTF1 negative (39), while pulmonary NETs 
frequently have an opposite phenotype. Carcinoids can 
also occur as so-called somatic malignancies arising in a 
mediastinal teratoma (41). The mucinous carcinoid variant 
can resemble metastatic mucinous carcinoma from the 
gastrointestinal tract or breast.

Most low grade NET are characterized by a low 
mutation load and few chromosomal aberrations (8), and 
tNET are no exception to this rule. TC are the subgroup 
of thymic NET with the fewest genetic alterations. Up to 
40% of cases show no changes detectable by comparative 
genomic hybridization (7,42). Recurrent alterations 
include gains of chromosome 1, 2q24, 7, 8p, 8q, 9q13, 
11q23 and 22 and loss of chromosome 1p, 3p11, 6q, 10q, 
and 13q (7,42,43). The gene locus of the MEN-1 gene on 
chromosome 11q13 is usually unaltered (9-11,42,44).

Approximately 50% of patients develop regional lymph 
node or distal metastasis. Bone and lung are frequently 
involved; other rare sites include liver, pancreas, and adrenal 
glands (3).

In operable cases, surgical resection of the tumor 
is the therapy of choice. There are no reliable data on 
the significance and sequence of chemotherapy and 
radiotherapy. Response to somatostatin analogues alone 
or in combination e.g., with sunitinib, has been described 
in some cases (45-47). There is insufficient published data 
on the prognosis of thymic carcinoids. The available data 
suggest that the prognosis of typical carcinoids is slightly 
better than atypical carcinoids (7). The 5-year survival rate, 
depending on the study, ranges from 50–100% (3,7,8) with 

a median survival of 126 months (7). 

Atypical carcinoid tumors (ICD-O 8249/3)

AC of the thymus differs from typical carcinoid tumors 
by their sl ightly increased mitotic rate (2–10 per  
2 mm2/10 HPF) and/or focal necrosis. Any area of necrosis, 
regardless of its size, justifies the diagnosis of AC (Figure 2). 
Cytological atypia is often slightly more pronounced in AC 
than in TC. Diffuse (so-called lymphoma-like) areas have 
been described. The immunohistochemical findings and 
differential diagnostic considerations in AC are essentially 
identical with those in TC.

AC account for about 40–50% of all tNET (7,48). They 
are mainly found in middle-aged adults (48–55 years), rarely 
in children and adolescents. Up to 70% of patients are men. 
The clinical presentation is identical to TC.

The genetic alterations of AC also overlap with those of 
TC, but their average mutation frequency is higher. The 
most commonly chromosomal alterations include gains on 
chromosome 1q, 5p, 5q, 7p, 7q, 8q, 12q24, 17q and 20q, and 
losses on chromosome 3p, 3q, 4q, 5q, 6q, 10q, 11q and 13q.

At least a quarter of the tumors have metastasized at the 
time of diagnosis to mediastinal, cervical or supraclavicular 
lymph nodes. About half of the tumors are locally advanced 
(Masaoka tumor stage III) or have metastasized to the lungs, 
brain, bone, liver or adrenal glands.

Depending on the series, the 5-year survival of patients 
with AC is slightly worse than of patients with TC, with 
a range from 20–80% depending on the series (2,7,8). 
Relapses can occur after several years (49).

LCNEC (ICD-O 8013/3)

LCNEC of the thymus are high-grade tumors with 
neuroendocrine morphology, immunohistochemical 
expression of neuroendocrine markers, high mitotic rate 
(>10 per 2 mm2/HPF), and often extensive necrosis. 

The macroscopy of LCNEC is identical to other thymic 
neuroendocrine tumors. LCNEC is a tumor with non-small 
cell morphology and a mitotic rate that by definition exceeds 
10 per 10 HPF, but is often much higher. Necrosis is almost 
always present and often extensive. Large tumor cells, 
including anaplastic giant cells, are more common than in 
atypical carcinoids (50). Architectural features common 
to neuroendocrine tumors (nesting, trabeculae, rosettes), 
if present, are often less obvious and less organized than 
in atypical carcinoids. Due to the definition of LCNEC, 
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which is based on the mitotic rate, the histomorphology of 
LCNEC is quite variable. In addition to tumors with a “low 
grade morphology” (i.e., solid or trabecular growth pattern 
similar to the AC, moderate atypia, but mitotic rate >10 per 
2 mm2), this category includes also tumors with high grade 
morphology in which the mitotic rate is often higher than 
20 per 10 HPF (Figure 3).

LCNEC account for about 15–25% of neuroendocrine 
thymic tumors (51,52) and affect twice as many men 
as women. The estimated incidence is 1 per 20 million 
inhabitants (1). Most patients are in their middle to late 
adulthood (median age 51). Approximately half of the 
patients present with chest pain, dyspnea or upper inflow 
congestion. The other half of the patients are asymptomatic 
(51,52). Paraneoplastic phenomena through hormone 
production (for example Cushing’s syndrome) are rare (53).

Most tumors show a strong expression of neuroendocrine 
markers, such as synaptophysin, chromogranin, or CD56. 
Keratins (such as AE1/3 or Cam5.2) are always detected 

and show sometimes a paranuclear accentuation. CD117 is 
positive in some cases, whilst CD5 is not expressed (50). In 
cases with expression of TTF1, a pulmonary primary tumor 
must be excluded through correlation with clinical findings.

About half of thymic carcinomas show a focal and usually 
rather weak expression of neuroendocrine markers (54). 
This “aberrant” expression must be distinguished from true 
neuroendocrine differentiation (suggestive morphology, 
strong, unique expression of neuroendocrine markers 
in >50% of tumor cells). LCNEC containing a second 
component of either thymoma or non-neuroendocrine 
thymic carcinoma are classified as “combined LCNEC”, 
regardless of the relative proportion of the neuroendocrine 
component.

The molecular changes of LCNEC overlap with those of 
carcinoid tumors, but the average number of alterations per 
tumor is higher. Gains on chromosome 1q, 6p, 7, 8q (MYC), 
12q and 14 and losses of chromosome 3, 4q and 13q are 
among the most common recurrent changes. Alterations 
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Figure 2 Atypical carcinoid tumor (AC) of the thymus. (A) Low power view showing a solid tumor consisting of small nodules next to an 
atrophic thymus (upper third of the image); (B) higher magnification shows a small area of tumor necrosis and a cholesterol cleft. Presence 
of even small foci of unequivocal necrosis places a tumor in the atypical carcinoid category; (C) calcifications are a frequent finding in thymic 
carcinoid tumors and are thought to be somewhat more frequent than in other organs; (D) this case had 2 mitoses per 10 HPF and a ki67 
index of 5%. (A-C) Hematoxylin & Eosin; (D) DAB immunohistochemistry on paraffin.
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found only in LCNEC include gains on 2p, 9p and 17q 
and losses on chromosome 4p, 8p, 9p, and 18p (7). These 
changes do not differ significantly from those in pulmonary 
LCNEC (7). Additionally, LCNEC do not occur in MEN-
1 syndrome patients (44,55-58).

At the time of diagnosis, about 75% of tumors show an 
infiltration of adjacent organs or distant metastases e.g., to 
spine and liver (51,59).

The reported 5-year overall survival ranges from  
30–66% (7,52).

SCC (ICD-O 8041/3)

SCC of the thymus are high-grade tumors with small cell 
morphology (scant cytoplasm, often fusiform tumor cells 
with ill-defined cell membranes, and nuclei with “pepper-
and salt-chromatin” without prominent nucleoli). Crush 
artefacts, high mitotic count and extensive necrosis are 
characteristic findings. 

The histomorphology of thymic SCC is identical to 
SCC elsewhere in the body. Tumor cells are small (usually  

<3 times the diameter of a small resting lymphocyte) and the 
cytoplasm is very scant. The mitotic activity is usually very 
high (over 50 per 2 mm2). The tumor cells are vulnerable 
and therefore often show crush artefacts. Tumor cells also 
display a high nuclear to cytoplasmic ratio, scant cytoplasm, 
nuclear molding, and finely granular nuclear chromatin. 
Nucleoli are inconspicuous or absent. Apoptotic bodies 
are often numerous (Figure 4). When SCC present with a 
second component of thymoma or non-endocrine thymic 
carcinoma, the tumor is by definition classified as “combined 
SCC”, regardless of the relative size of the neuroendocrine 
component.

SCC accounts for only about 10% of all tNET with 
an estimated incidence of 1 per 50 million inhabitants (1). 
It affects older men and women (median age 58). Unlike 
the other subtypes, it is not more prevalent in men than in 
women.

Most but not all tumors show expression of keratins. 
Expression of neuroendocrine markers is frequent, but 
not required for the diagnosis. In analogy to SCC in other 
(extrapulmonary) organs, the detection of TTF1 does 

A
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Figure 3 The morphological spectrum of large cell neuroendocrine carcinoma (LCNEC) of the thymus. (A-C) Example of a LCNEC that 
retained some features of well-differentiated (carcinoid) tumors; (D-F) example of a LCENC with high grade morphology. (A) Necrosis 
is not evident at this low power magnification; (B) higher magnification shows multiple foci of blood vascular invasion and (C) several 
mitoses in one visual field; (D) low power magnification shows a widely invasive tumor; (E) higher magnification shows vascular invasion, 
high grade nuclear morphology, and several mitoses; (F) the ki67 index in this example was >75%. (A-E) Hematoxylin & Eosin; (F) DAB 
immunohistochemistry on paraffin. 
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not prove a primary tumor of the lung, but should always 
prompt close correlation with clinical findings. In addition, 
the differential diagnosis includes other small cell neoplasms 
such as T-lymphoblastic lymphoma or small cell sarcomas 
(such as the PNET/Ewing tumor group), which must be 
excluded by appropriate immunohistochemical or molecular 
studies.

The very sparse published data on SCC show multiple 
chromosomal aberrations partially overlapping with those 
of carcinoid tumors and LCNEC. The genetic profile of 
thymic SCC does not differ significantly from pulmonary 
SCC (7). SCC do not occur in MEN-1 syndrome patients 
(44,57,58,60,61). 

At the time of diagnosis, most tumors are in an advanced 
stage with infiltration of neighboring organs, such as 
lungs or pericardium, or with distant metastases to the 
lung, liver, bone or brain (7,55). Symptoms include weight 
loss, sweating, chest pain, cough, and vena cava superior 

syndrome (55,62,63).
Prognosis is poor with a 5-year survival rate of 0% (64). 

Median survival is 13.75 months (range, 13–26 months) 
(7,55,62,63).

Conclusion and future developments

Thymic neuroendocrine tumors are very rare epithelial 
neoplasms. Although clinical and molecular data are sparse, 
their general behaviour and genetic makeup appears to 
be very similar to corresponding tumors elsewhere in the 
body. Based on these observations, it is very likely that 
the classification of tNET will continue to align with the 
emerging concepts in other organ systems. However, many 
questions relating to patient management and therapy 
remain open and more studies on these tumors are required 
to elucidate immunohistochemical, molecular and genetic 
peculiarities e.g., in comparison with their much more 
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Figure 4 Morphology of small cell carcinoma (SCC) of the thymus. (A) Low power view shows a widely infiltrative tumor next to a 
thymic remnant (lower half of the image); (B,C) higher magnification shows the typical small cell morphology with crush artifacts of the 
vulnerable tumor cell nuclei as well as numerous apoptosis and small foci of necrosis; (D) due to the marked nuclear artefacts, the ki67 
index is sometimes difficult to assess, but is usually >70%. This case stained positive for neuroendocrine markers (not shown), although 
neuroendocrine differentiation is not required for the diagnosis, if the morphology and proliferation rate are adequate. (A-C) Hematoxylin 
& Eosin; (D) DAB immunohistochemistry on paraffin.
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common pulmonary counterparts. Given the rarity of tNET, 
these studies will likely require a joint international effort.
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